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Creating A New Form Of Government In America is key to restoring it to how John Adams
and the Founders wanted it, not with the dangers of the Constitution where there is

something worse than what we left; Great Britain.

Where a small but certain elite families, all connected rule and control every little thing
of American Government and Business. 

All this must come to an end.As we said in video 10 up above on John Adams, the Swamp
must be broken up and Powers Of Government removed from Washington D.C. into the

Heart Of The Country.

The Christian Government Should Not Be Faithful To The Constitution, but to the
Revolutionists Who Fought and Died For America’s Independence.

The House and Senate Would Act As A Parliament, We Would Need To Have As The Original
Government Under George Washington and John Adams, they worked as a team and if the
laws passed by the House and Senate was not agreed to by both People, it did not pass and

was not signed into law.

 It would be like a President and Prime Minister, or as we said in the video, Dual Presidents.

This way, true checks and balances would be in place, two sets of eyes, plus their advisors to make sure all
laws passed by the House and Senate would be Pro Christian, Be Christian In Every Little Detail and Truly

Pro American, Meaning Anti-Masonic.

We Would Restore The Rule That The State Legislators Chose The Members Of The U.S. Senate
and House and The People Would Pick Their Leaders; The Two Presidents or President and

Prime Minister.

To Vote, Your ID Card with Your Special Number would be called, You Would Go Before The Candidates and a Camera
would record you telling the Candidate who do you choose and that way, no one can cheat or steal your vote or steal an
election. If someone is there pretending to be you, best way to arrest the faker, is to point them out and show them to

your family, this way the faker will be identified and arrested posing as you.
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If you cannot speak for whatever medical reason, same process, you go in-front of
the candidates, the camera records you, you open up your letter saying directly

who you are voting for and then you personally hand that letter to the candidate. 

It is in the hands of the candidate’s team; both the letter and video evidence of
your vote.

By this, America will be free, Christian and
Anti-Masonic and Free and True Elections

From Now On!
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